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Evaluate state of current ASVAB norms and prepare for future norming efforts
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Establish updated national norms 
for the ASVAB:

● Indicate when new norms are 
necessary

● Research norming needs and 
possible avenues to re-
norming



Brief History of Norming the ASVAB
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‒ When should norms be updated?
‒ What norming methods are available to take advantage of lessons learned throughout the 

history of norming the ASVAB? 



Current Norming Efforts:
When should norms be updated?



When should norms be updated? Call to Action
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The July 2017 Defense Advisory Committee indicated that it is not the age of the norms, but 
the validity of the norms and the changes in the norming group that are most important to 
consider:

• Validity
‒ Does the norming group represent the target population?
‒ Are the norms based on valid methodology?
‒ Have changes in the population caused the ASVAB to not measure the same 

things as in 1997?

• Norming group
‒ Are there changes in abilities?
‒ Are there changes in demographics?
‒ Will changes in demographics and ability levels have a meaningful effect 

on AFQT scores?



Are there changes in abilities?
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SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), Long-Term Trend Mathematics Assessments.
The original assessment format, content, and procedures were revised minimally in 2004 to provide accommodations to students with disabilities and English 
language

National Assessment of 
Educational Progress Long Term 
Trend Test (LTT)
‒ Last administered to 17-year-olds in 

2012

‒ Moderate increases in NAEP Math 
and Reading for Black and Hispanic 
youth yielded a small increase for 
the total population in 1996

‒ Changes from 1998 to 2012 are 
negligible
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Are there changes in demographics? 

SOURCE: Current Population Survey (CPS) data downloaded from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS-CPS, University of 
Minnesota, www.ipums.org)



Do changes have a meaningful effect on AFQT?

8SOURCE: Riemer (January 2018). Identifying the Need for an ASVAB Norming Study – Pay 20xx. Presentation to DACMPT

• Some negligible differences are 
seen between PAY80 and PAY97 
for IIIB, IVC, and V (maximum 
percentage point difference = 4%).

• There are no differences between 
the PAY97 and PAY97–2017 AFQT 
estimates.
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How should we approach this task?

1. Assemble a 
Working Group

2. Discuss 
Relevant Decisions 3. Set the Criteria

Rather than every 4 years, DTAC would like to see an annual estimate of changes in ability 
and demographics and how those impact the AFQT estimates
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Approach: Assembling a Working Group

Sampling statistician 

Demographer 

Psychometrician

Experience with large-scale norming studies
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Approach: Discuss Relevant Decisions

How should we estimate 
ability change and impact 

on ASVAB norms for 
subgroups without data?

How can the data be clearly
and concisely presented to 

make decisions?

What data are going to be 
most useful for us to 

estimate ability change and 
impact on ASVAB norms 

over time?

DAC: Which factors will be most 
difficult to account for when 

estimating ability change for groups 
where no data are available?
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Approach: Set the Criteria

What amount of change would be needed to justify 
the expense of conducting a new norming study?

Statistical significance

Consistent multi-year change

Historical criteria

DAC: How would you define 
“meaningful” change in AFQT 
scores that should trigger new 

norming efforts?

Effect size



Current Efforts:
What norming methods are available? 



What norming methods are available? Call to Action

What we learned from PAY97:

● The PAY97 eligible response rate 
was 77%, which was lower than for 
PAY80

– Particularly underrepresented Hispanic 
population

● The PAY97 educational level 
estimates were dramatically higher 
than expected
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Norming Method Options

Bureau of Labor Statistics is 
developing a needs assessment for 
methods and research questions for a 
2026 National Longitudinal Survey of 
Youth (NLSY26)

– Included an expert panel on how to 
partner with Department of Defense 
on measures of cognition, 
personality, and career interests of 
youth

– Currently considering a similar 
arrangement to previous efforts
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Norming Method Options (continued)

Available Methods
– Strengths and weaknesses
– Cost
– Relevant research studies

Considerations
– Sampling
– Communication
– Data collection
– Data analysis
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DAC: Aside from 
a large-scale 

study, what are 
some ways that 

norming data can 
be collected?



Questions for the DAC
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• What thoughts do you have on which factors will be most difficult to account for 
when estimating ability change for groups where no data are available?

• How would you define meaningful change in AFQT scores that should trigger 
new norming efforts?

• Aside from large-scale studies similar to those already conducted, what are 
some other ways that norming data can be collected? 

How can we take into consideration 
the impacts of the COVID-19 

pandemic on educational 
achievement?



Questions?
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Additional Information



Are there changes in abilities? 

Trend in NAEP math scores for 12th-grade 
students

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 
Mathematics Assessments.
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Are there changes in abilities? 

Trend in NAEP reading scores for 12th-grade 
students

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 
Reading Assessments.
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Are there changes in abilities? 

SOURCE: Riemer (January 2018). Identifying the Need for an ASVAB Norming Study – Pay 20xx. Presentation to DACMPT 22

Applicant counts and percentages by age for 1997, 2010, 
and 2014 populations

Accession counts and percentages by age for 1997, 
2010, and 2014 populations
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